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BBCS May Release 2016
Feature Overview

Slide Description

3 - 5 FTTx Coverage on WSG
- FTTS/B Vec predictable rollout information
- FTTS/B Vec scheduled rollout and marketing 

information 
6 Single flat fiber deployment
7 - 11 Improve xDSL-Info

- Changes of attributes
- Access to all existing lines
- Extension with new attribute
- Comment field for “Modify Access Profile”
- Enhanced for BBCS-F  

12 FIO Cancellation
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Automation steps
> As known from FTTH detailed information about rollout/coverage, FTTS/B and Vectoring 

Rollout information are now also available on WSG Information Service. 
> In the area „FTTx Coverage“ you’ll find two lists containing scheduled- and predictable 

information about rollout, marketing and vectoring information.
> The last 5 versions are available.

FTTx Coverage on WSG
Overview
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Automation steps
> The list “FTTS/B Vec predictable rollout information” shows how many addresses will be 

equipped with FTTS/B in which postal code area.
> Example:

FTTx Coverage on WSG
FTTS/B Vec predictable rollout information
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Automation steps
> The list “FTTS/B Vec scheduled rollout and marketing information” shows all addresses which 

have a fixed date for the FTTS/B or Vectoring rollout.
> The ordering can take place as soon as the “Target Date” is reached.
> As an additional information you can see the predictable bitrates of up- and down stream. 
Please note: The published bitrate is a calculated value in which the quality of the in-house 
installation is not considered.

FTTx Coverage on WSG
FTTS/B Vec scheduled rollout and marketing information 
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Automation steps
> In case a qualification result state becomes “nok” and the result code shows “J54” we 

recommend to contact the responsible landlord to get the in-house installation date.

Single flat fibre deployment
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Changes

> The vectoring rollout of DSLAMs is finished. So the planned date for this migration is obsolete 
and will not be published anymore. 

> The migration of ADSL connections from ASAM to IPDSLAM is finished. Therefore the 
information CPE Emu Ready is obsolete and will not published anymore.

Improve xDSL-Info
Changes of attributes
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Automation steps
> To improve the view on a BBCS line of a potential new customer xDSL-Info is partially 

opened to lines of other ISP.
> Information about actual ISP and services are not accessable. 
> Modifications of the line are still only possible by the actual ISP.  

Improve xDSL-Info
Access to all existing lines
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Automation steps
> The new information «BB Port Line Type» helps to speed up the fault clearance in a 

service assurance case. Now you can see which type of port of the DSLAM is connected 
and the agent can decide whether the CPE fits to the connected port or notes DSLAM.
3 different types are visible: 
 Analog port = ana
 Digital port = dig
 Combined port = combo (analog and digital is possible)

> Dieses Attribut dient sowohl der Auswahl des CPE als auch dem Assurance Prozess. 

Improve xDSL-Info
Extension with new attribute
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Automation steps
> To improve the traceability of the modifications on a BBCS line, WSG gives now the 

opportunity to leave a comment. This comment is later visible in “Maintain Order”

Improve xDSL-Info
Comment field for “Modify Access Profile”
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Automation steps
> In addition to the function at BBCS copper lines, xDSL-Info has been enhanced and it is now 

possible to check also BBCS fiber lines.
> The relevant data for a BBCS fiber line are published as well known from BBCS copper line.

Improve xDSL-Info
Enhanced  for BBCS-F 
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Automation steps
> In case a FIO will be cancelled before the FCO could be done, the whole order will be 

automatically revised by WSG. So it’s possible to order a new vertical without any 
limitation.   

> Is the FIO’s point of no return (PONR) already reached the FCO stays in status “Accepted” 
and will be revised later by WSG within approx. two working days.

> The crossing of the PONR is displayed in the comment field.

FIO Cancellation
BBCS-F
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Contact
information

Swisscom AG (Schweiz)
Wholesale
Alte Tiefenaustrasse 6
CH-3050 Bern

bbcs.service@swisscom.com
www.swisscom.ch
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